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• Design is typically addressed by schematic

and layout software in which statistics may be

not or rarely present.

• However, statistics appear in capability

estimation: tricky calculations may be

performed to take into account all the

elementary standard deviations all along a

signal path, to obtain the total distribution

shape for the path.

• Statistics are also widely present when

component working is simulated to estimate

outputs: Monte-Carlo algorithms are used for

that. Ellipse confidences are implemented for

bivariate analysis.

• JMP Pro is always used to validate the

algorithms on data set before implementation

in the layout-dedicated software.
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Context: statistics in design New topic P2427 IEEE Standard: Analog Defect Modeling and Coverage

• A new topic just raised up now, about

simulation of parametric, hard or soft defects:

by these new studies, test coverage

estimation is aimed: or failure rate estimation

when occurrence probability is linked to

defects. For test coverage or failure rate,

issue is huge time needed to simulate all

defects and their detection. So, purpose is to

implement the best algorithm to reduce

number of simulations, without impacting

estimation precision: for this, JMP Pro

provides interesting options in clustering or

others. NXP experiments will result in an

algorithm and in some recommendations for

the new IEEE standard on study about

defect coverage accounting method.

• This standard defines a defect coverage accounting method based on

simulation models for defects observed within integrated circuits (ICs). The

portion of all possible defects that are detected or “covered”, by tests of

analog and mixed-signal circuits depends, in practice, on many factors … ,

which this standard considers as it defines how to report coverage.

• This standard focuses on defects in analog functions. In this context,

“defect” is an unintended physical change in a circuit and an “analog

function” means a function that has input, internal, or output signals with

meaningful values in a defined continuous range, and the function has at

least one parametric performance that is sufficiently non-deterministic that

its test has upper and/or lower limits (the limits may be real numbers or

quantized digital equivalents).

• Defect Model, Short: a Defect Model that adds a resistive connection

between two nodes that were unconnected in the defect-free netlist.

• Defect Model, Open: a Defect Model that breaks a connection between two

(or more) Circuit Elements of the defect-free netlist, creating an additional

node.



Iterative clustering by k-means method

Problem statement Iterative clustering by k-means method

• A k-means method is implemented:

o One dimension is weight for each defect, that is fitting with defect probability based on Silicon

area (defect size);

o A second dimension is artificially introduced containing no variability (constant): in case of

ppm estimation, this second dimension could be used to take into account detection

probability.

• The number of clusters is typically equal to 30. Then, in each cluster, data are sampled and

sampling rate is adjusted so that the final quantity of sampled defects is equal to 1000, which

means about 30 defects per cluster; this number of 30 defects becomes a minimum.

Furthermore, sampling rate is adjusted according to cluster weight: when, for a cluster, its

weight is superior to 3.33% of total weight for the block that is wanted to be tested, sampling is

increased, proportionally to weight percentage (60 samples for a cluster weight equal to 6.66%).

Because of this minimum of 30 defects per cluster, when cluster weight is 2%, sample will

contain 30 defects. And finally, when the cluster contains only 2 defects, all the 2 are selected to

be simulated.

• Finally, this k-mean clustering approach and this sampling method associated provide a valid

method to describe the defect distributions observed (some dominating samples with high size

and plenty with lower height).

• An Analog defect may occur at each device and at each terminal of the

device and at any terminal combination of the device.

• The number of potential defects rises fast with increasing design elements

used and instantiated.

• Most of the defects need to be simulated to verify if the tester pattern can

detect them. Structural Analyses may help in this study but not as much as

needed. So, a large number of simulation need to be done to be able to

create a defect test coverage.

• Question is; how can we reduce the number of simulations down to a usable

number without sacrificing the result ?
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How to do in JMP PRO ?

• k-means method is launched on 3 analog blocks inside an analog semiconductor: each block has a quantity of defects

between 5 000 and 100 000. Validation is performed by non-parametric tests (Van der Waerden Test) to compare the

initial defect distribution by their weight to the final distribution of clustered then sampled tests.

Method test and validation

• Three options are possible with jmp for an iterative

clustering with k-means method, and each one is

studied in order to optimize the method that will be

set in the design layout-dedicated tools:

o Use or not within-cluster std deviations;

o Shift distances using sampling rate;

o Step by step.

The ‘step by step’ option is interesting since

simulation time can be also impacted by the number

of steps set to cluster the data.

In JMP, there is also a fourth option that is fitting with

the possibility to set the number of clusters or to run

the analysis for a range of this cluster number.

Finally, JMP provides an analysis to compare the

different clustering and to highlight the best

configuration in term of clustering method

parameters.

Conclusion

• From the tests performed with JMP on defect lists for analog components, it was possible to program and to

implement the final method in the design tools, in the design-dedicated programming language. In this case study,

as in many other cases JMP is used with strong benefits for its friendly interfaces and its different available

configurations and options, to run quickly a statistical complex method.

• Use within-cluster std deviations

Scales distances using the estimated standard deviation

of each variable for observations within each cluster. If

this option is not selected, distances are scaled by an

overall estimate of the standard deviation of each

variable.

• Shift distances using sampling rates

Adjusts distances based on the sizes of clusters. If

clusters are unequally sized, an observation should have

a higher probability of being assigned to larger clusters

because there is a higher prior probability that the

observation comes from a larger cluster.

• Cluster Comparison Report

The Cluster Comparison report gives fit statistics to

compare the various models. The fit statistic is the Cubic

Clustering Criterion (CCC). Larger values of CCC

indicate better fit. The best fit is indicated with the

designation Optimal CCC in a column called Best.

Constant columns are not included in the CCC

calculation.

Available options studied 
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• Whatever the industrial context, all is based on the

typical normal distribution: capability indices picturing

manufacturing quality, or methodologies to detect and

to screen outliers fitting with likely-to-fail parts, are

designed from normal model.

• Preliminary step performed on manufacturing test

results is to test normality. Most often the time, a small

abnormality doesn’t jeopardize capability index

estimation or screening method implementation, even it

is detected.

• Issue comes when normality test highlights abnormality

for a majority of the 3000 wafer or final tests for an

automotive semiconductor. Because of this great

number of tests, a visual data set inspection is no

longer possible.
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Introduction _ Problem Statement Methodology: highlights Additional test distributions screened

• In order to automatically quantify shift from normal

distribution, a new methodology was studied from the

SHASH distribution: from any data set, a SHASH model

extracts normal parameters, mean and standard deviation,

but estimates also kurtosis and skewness. Thus, it

becomes possible to set a numerical threshold before

which test distribution is considered normal even with a

small abnormality or beyond which any method for normal

distribution is no longer usable. And it becomes easy to run

it on 3000 tests or more in some mouse clicks.

• With SHASH model, distribution platform and easy fitting

option, JMP Pro allowed this.

Methodology steps

• Method is run on all the tests that a semiconductor is subjected to, through several steps: the

first one is fitting with a normality test implemented with a typical Lilliefors statistics.

• If this statistics detects the test as abnormal, then the heart of the method starts by a

continuous fitting with three types of distributions: SHASH, mixture of 2 normal distributions

and mixture of 3 normal distributions. This second continuous fitting step is linked to the

selection of the model that provides the best fitting on data, shown by a minimum value for

the corrected Akaike's Information Criterion. An exception is set when a mixture of 3 normal

distributions is highlighted while the parameters for the third distribution are null (in this case,

the distribution test will be handled as if it was a mixture of 2 normal distributions.

• Finally, a third step will consider some conditions based on the best model parameters that

will definitively state about the test to flag it at risk or not, in term of reject.

• Issues in tester configurations or measure offsets may

generate mixture of 2 or even 3 normal test

distributions. It is important to detect them, in order to

look for the root causes, to solve them and to come

back to normal distributions. The new methodology

described here, is designed to reveals these normal

mixtures, too.



SHASH distribution

• The SHASH distribution is also known as the sinh-arcsinh distribution.

This distribution is similar to Johnson distributions in that it is a

transformation to normality, but the SHASH distribution includes the

normal distribution as a special case. This distribution can be symmetric

or asymmetric.

SHASH distribution Test sorting criteria

• Distribution is at risk regarding rejects screening if :

o For ‘Normal 2 Mixtures’ or ‘Normal 3 Mixtures’, with Mean1 < Mean2 < Mean3:

Mean1+(n*stddev1) < Mean2-(n*stddev2) or Mean2+(n*stddev2) < Mean3-(n*stddev3)

(n is typically equal to 3)

o For SHASH: (gamma >0.4 or gamma <-0.4) and delta < 1

• It is interesting to note that any distribution, fully different than a normal one, a SHASH one or a normal

mixture will be flagged at risk, and will generate actions from engineers to understand the real model for the

test, but above all the factors leading to the type of distribution and to be corrected.

SHASH distribution pdf:

𝑓 𝑥 =
𝛿cosh(𝑤)

𝜎2+(𝑥−𝜃)²
𝛷 sinh(𝑤) for -∞ < γ, x, θ < ∞; 0 < δ, σ

where:

Φ(.) is the standard normal pdf

𝑤 = 𝛾 + 𝛿 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1
𝑥 − 𝜃

𝜎

When γ = 0 and δ = 1, the SHASH distribution is equivalent to the

normal distribution with location θ and scale σ.

(gamma, delta, theta, sigma) = (0.5, 0.9, 0, 1) (gamma, delta, theta, sigma) = (-0.5, 0.9, 0, 1)

4 test distributions flagged as risky:



• A full automation is implemented via a script that runs

the three methodology steps. Input for this script is

the result of the all the tests for wafer or assembly

lots. Script output is fitting with a table of the tests in

which the tests at risk are highlighted: parameters of

the models with the best fitting are reported to. The

jmp script plots also histograms for these risky tests:

so, visualization is highly facilitated for the engineers

dedicated to study this real abnormality.

Automation with a JMP script

JMP script JMP script test and validation Conclusion and next steps

• Two methods to test the script are used.

• The first one starts by generating different typical

distributions, using the random formula in JMP

(Normal, SHASH, Normal 2/3 mixtures, SHASH), and

changing parameters of the randomly generated

distributions. The script has to detect the distributions

with the generated model, and flag it or not, according

to the set parameters.

• The second one is with a data set from real tests: this

second way of work allows to adjust the criteria,

according to engineers’ expertise.

• A significant benefit is obtained by this little script, for

the engineers in charge of a product and of its test

results in wafer fab or final test. Normality is commonly

used in many screening tests and when normality is not

checked, it is important to quantify this abnormality, to

model the observed distribution and to understand the

abnormality root causes. Which is maybe possible

when it deals with some tests, is no longer possible

when hundreds of tests are abnormal. Automating the

check for normality and the search for the fitting model,

this script makes possible engineers’ work on the

abnormal tests. Thus, engineers will be able to

challenge component design that may induce the

abnormality, to correct some wrong tester settings, and

to perform the missing gage study, all these three

points being able to shift distributions to abnormality.
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• Structured Problem Solving is one of the three pillars of NXP Six

Sigma system, with Quality Culture and Continuous Improvement, and

demonstrates still more NXP Quality system maturity.

• The typical DMAIC used in a continuous improvement project is

improved to focus root cause elimination, and becomes the e-DMAIC

template (e for elimination mindset).

• Besides the e-DMAIC used in a continuous improvement project,

some key tools used by NXP in its SPS approach are 8D and 5-Why

frameworks.

• About the second one, NXP significantly improved it, introducing three

topics in the 5-Whys (failure occurrence, and two types of escape),

and addressing technical and systemic root causes. This innovative 3

x 5 Why template is governed at NXP corporate level, meaning that

each critical issue that NXP may face, goes through it.

• Statistics are highly involved in Structured Problem Solving, in a e-

DMAIC framework as in this specific 3 x 5 Why tool, in the fact that we

are always looking for evidences, and evidences are provided by data

and by their statistical management. Besides evidence, another key

concept is visualization, for example with the A3 template to

communicate about progress performed on a project and its volume of

work associated, but also pareto charts, or any type of charts.

• All the statistical capabilities provided by JMP Pro, as modeling, DOE,

multivariate analysis, are used in SPS, searching for evidence and

data visualization.

• This poster presents NXP SPS approach, and the place reserved for

statistics, typically computed with JMP.
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Abstract What is Structured Problem Solving (SPS) in NXP today ?

• A component in a Six Sigma/Total Quality system

• A specific organization to formalize and to help its implementation

• SPS methodologies benchmarked (VDA, AIAG, IATF, Ford, Bosch, Toyota)

• SPS methods also assessed and implemented at NXP suppliers’

• Frameworks as 8D always more tooled, and particularly more statistically tooled

• An efficient root cause searching tool (3x5 Why template) with a world wide governance

• Continuously improved and updated methods (e-DMAIC, visualization, A3 reporting, new FMEA standard)

• Training available for everybody

Objective Description

Business 

Transformation

A major shift in how the organization works; 

aka ‘culture change’.

Examples:

• Creating a customer-focused attitude

• Building greater flexibility

• Abandoning old structures or ways of doing 

business

Strategic 

Improvement

Targets key strategic or operational 

weaknesses or opportunities.

Examples:

• Speeding up product development

• Enhancing supply chain efficiencies

• Building e-commerce capabilities

Problem Solving Fixes specific areas of high cost, rework or 

delays.

Examples:

• Shortening application processing time

• Reducing parts shortages

• Decreasing volume of past-due receivables

Quality culture, mindset

Typical Six Sigma, with 

frameworks as DMAIC, DMADV

Problem Solving with framework 

as 8D, and tools as 3x5 Whys

The three pillars of NXP Six Sigma system



Quality tools and statistical methods: a classification …

→ These tools are used in the 2 main types of activities:

- Continuous improvement

- Structured problem solving

Six Sigma program more and more mature

NB: The boxes highlight methods that essentially involve statistics



Six Sigma e-DMAIC approach

• The size of the box is proportional to the amount of time/effort in each

phase. e-DMAIC focuses ~75% of the effort around deeply

understanding the problem, and ~25% of the time/effort around

implementing and validating solutions.

• All the 5 DMAIC steps implement statistical tools and methods

e-DMAIC flow diagram A3 template

• A key point or success factor

in continuous improvement

projects or SPS is a complete

questioning in all the steps: if

a question is missed, a

solution may be also missed.

• Knowledge of the available

tools is also important.

• These flow diagrams of the

different stages may help to

concatenate the questions

and the answering and

analysis methods potentially

implementable.



8D framework and “3 x 5 Whys” tool

• 1D Team

– Are all roles determined?

• 2D Problem description

– Is the problem clear and verified?

– Logistic impact clear and Lot list available?

• 3D Containment

– Verification of customer being safeguarded?

– Thorough risk assessment performed for delivered material?

• 4D Root Cause

– All possible root causes investigated?

– Verification?

– 3 times 5Why used?

• 5D Determine Corrective Actions

– Possible corrective actions determined? (occurrence, detection, 
prediction)

– Verification of the effectiveness?

• 6D Implement Corrective Actions

– Implementation date clear? First batch? (etc.)

– Validation of effectiveness?

• 7D Prevent Re-Occurrence

– Poka Yoke used?

– Are FMEA’s and Control Plan updated?

– Have the Risk Assessment and learning been shared with other NXP 
organizations?

• 8D Conclude and Congratulate

– Conclusion

– Sign off (Problem owner, General Manager)

Scope 

5Why 

Is – Is Not

Genchi-Genbutsu

(Total Quality)

Fishbone / Ishikawa

PDCA (Plan-Do-

Check-Act)

Poka Yoke

FTA

8D framework for SPS “3 x 5 Whys” template

The key to success: 

search for 

evidences !

Data and data analysis may be a strong way to highlight 

evidences. Statistics handle data uncertainty and variability.

Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?

Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?

Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?

Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?

Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ? Why ?


